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mormon bibliography 1982
scott H duvall

the

publishing on LDS topics continues to increase each year
this bibliography for 1982 contains about one hundred and fifty
more entries than the 1981 bibliography A large portion of this increase occurred in the biography and family history section which has
more than twice as many entries as last years
part of the reason for this dramatic increase is a new periodical
Mormo onse gemeenschap
rjdschrift over de mormoonse
entitled horizon tijdschrift
ajournal aboutthe
journal
the
about rae
horizon A aljournal
raf mormon community in the bibliography the title is abbreviated to horizon horizon is published in
belgium under the editorship of wilfried decoo the first issue
appeared in january 1982 and the periodical has been published
bimonthly
bi
monthly since then
the editorial policy of horizon is simply to provide for the
dutch speaking members of the church a positive forum for news
part of this
about the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
news in 1982 was of course information about current activities of
the church in europe doctrinal and historical articles however
also help make horizon a well rounded magazine for instance
dr douglas F tobler professor at brigham young university with
Langendijk published a three
barton W marcois and
andj
andaJ L W van langendijk
part article march july and september entitled geschiedenis
Mormo onse kerk in nederland en vlaanderen
van de mormoonse
the history of the mormon church in the netherlands and flanders
in addition there are several articles in each issue which deal
with the lives and contributions of various members of the church A
few of these human interest articles are reprinted from this people
magazine but many articles are original with horizon and highlight
mormons
Mormons articles of this
the activities and life histories of european cormons
nature help the church members in these areas develop church identity the church becomes an integral part of their national as well as
their spiritual lives
scott H duvall

is

assistant curator of special collections harold B lee library brigham young university
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the church becomes more and more an international church
the members throughout the world expect to feel a heightened sense
of belonging to an important organization in the december 1982
sunstone review ap
suburro suggested that the tramonpp 5 7 jose susurro
tane saints need a perspective on their unique communities this
perspective would include an understanding of church history in the
various countries as well as factual information on the condition of
the church in the world and in the local country susurro
suburro pleaded for
a publication to help these saints acquire such a perspective horizon
has shown a good beginning
wilfried decoo and his staff are to be congratulated for their ambitious endeavor horizon is a worthy example of what may be the
first of several such privately published periodicals designed to inform latter day saints in different parts of the world about local LDS
happenings and history
As

ARTS AND

literature

with
andrews dona to live wita
withlove
love
lote newport beach calif kenning house 1982
sunstone review 2 december 1982
architecture reflects LDS church history
27

arta romney A wedding night literature ans
ballif ana
and
Belief
bellef 2 1982 37 42
andbelief2
andbelief
barton peggy oliver ox salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
bateman anya corker salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
aunt
teo sunstone 7 may june 1982 56 59
booth alison
auntteo
burns rex the avenging angel new york viking press 1982
grand beehive salt lake city utah university of utah
cannon hal comp the grandbeehive
press 1980

card orson scott

sermons in critical form

sunstone review

2

april

1982

25 27

new policies tribute to manhood
sunstone 17 july
circuit richard K
august 1982 57 59
previsions
visions of the restoration the poetry of henry vaughan
collings michael R pre
brigham young university studies 22 summer 1982 279 88
dalton lee tag bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
davis gary lee what now mcbride orem utah raymont publishers 1982
from foe to friend the mormon
durrant matthew and neal E lambert
embrace of fiction
utah historical quarterly 50 fall 1982 325 39
emerson peter depont the south temple historic district past present future
salt lake city utah university of utah press 1980
england eugene
the dawning of a brighter day mormon literature after 150
years
BYU studies 22 spring 1982 131 60
jamess R nauvoo orem utah raymont publishers 1982
french jame
grey zane the vanishing american rev ed new york pocket books 1982
212
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hallwas john E
western illinois
the midwestern poetry of eliza snow
regional studies 5 fall 1982 136 45
sunstone 7 may june
hicks michael
the aesthetics of the endowment
46 49
1982
198246

hughes dean facing the enemy salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
sunstone 7 march april 1982 25 28
bawdy and soul
larson lynne
cormons
Mor
LDSF science fiction by andformormons
moms
and mor
mons
mont thousand oaks calif millennial profor mormons
ductions
duct ions 1982
lets sing together favorite primary songs rev ed provo utah perry enterprises 1982

lund gerald N one

in

thine hand salt lake city utah deseret book co

1982

lund lynn

artistic piano arrangements of best loved
hymns bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
mccloud susan evans amelias daughter newport beach calif kenning
house 1982
marler myrna
and sunday it snowed sunstone 7 september october 1982
songs of eternal faith

39 43

moon harold K possible dreams charles E merrill monographs no 7 provo
utah brigham young university press 1982
mormonisme
Mormon isme en litera
literatuur
mulder elisabeth and fritz dejonghe
horizon 1
tuur
may 1982 56 66
flying at different altitudes
nelson katherine
utah holiday 11 may 1982
18 19

nelson lee the storm testament provo utah liberty press 1982
nelson lowry desert ride provo utah press publishing limited 1982
oman richard G
LDS southwest indian art
ensign 12 september 1982
33 48

oviatt joan the one game salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
oviattjoan
sunstone
ownbey ray gothic gone awry visiting the jordan river temple
7 january february 1982

14 15

payne marvin vivian newport beach calif kenning house 1982
peterson joseph
sunstone 7 january
deila B paulsen
delia
the genealogy of della
february 1982 7 13
peterson levi S the canyons of grace urbana university of illinois press 1982
the gift dialogue 15 summer 1982 92 117
poulsen richard C the pure experience of order essays on the symbolic in the
folk material culture of western america albuquerque university of new
mexico press 1982

expanding childrens horizons through literature
reading lucile
literature
and belief 2 1982 111 18
spirit new york CBS popular library 1982
roberts willo davis the gallant spiiit
sanders joan other lips and other hearts boston houghton mifflin 1982
scaly
sealy shirley 1I have chosen you salt lake city utah RIC publishing 1982
ready for love orem utah embryo books 1982
A summer to sing about orem utah raymont publishers
1982

sillitoe linda

borderland

sunstone

7

november december 1982

34 39
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Kellie salt lake city utah
andkellie
thayer douglas H and donlu
conlu D thayer greg and
RIC publishing 1982

thompson linda higham

saturdays warrior bountiful utah ensign produc-

tions 1982

wakefield S dean eijah
wakefleld
ealah
elrah
eliah A novel of the chosen prophet bountiful utah
horizon publishers & distributors 1982
weyland jack the reunion salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
on being human the folklore of mormon missionaries
wilson william A
sunstone 7 january february 1982 32 40
wolff tobias the courtship of hannah drew rocky mountain magazine 2
january february 1981 51 56
wyss thelma hatch show me your rocky mountains salt lake city utah
deseret book co 1982
yorgason blaine M the courage covenant salt lake city utah bookcraft
1982 reprint of massacre at salt creek 1979
yorgason blaine and brenton yorgason double exposure A novel salt lake
city utah bookcraft 1982
seeker of the gentle heart salt lake city utah bookcraft
1982

biographical AND FAMILY HISTORY
adams luella redd memories maria luella reddadams
redd adams salt lake city utah
obert C and grace A tanner foundation 1981
and henrletta
allen
ailen charles clinton life histories of charles clinton alren
alien
allen andhenyietta
alien
henrietta
hentietta retta
atten
coombs allen
alien
alten and family salt lake city utah privately published 1982
susie olsen
people 3
allred tamera smith susieolsen
oisen not just another pretty face this
thispeople3
june july 1982 42 44
among Des
desprets
deserets
erets first leigh richmond and fanny powell cropper family history
vol 1 salt lake city utah cropper family committee 1982
dialogue 15 winter
arrington leonard J N eldon tanner man of integrity
1982

8 10

recalling a twin falls childhood

winter

1982

31

idaho yesterdays 25

40

andrus recorder 18 may 1982 6 11
autobiography of robert mckell to 1850
2 april 1982 8 9
ajohnson
sunstone review 1
sonia
soniajohnson
johnson
back in the limelight
Soni
bartmess
Banmess michele
alan ashby life in a diamond shaped pressure cooker
this people 3 august september 1982 37 39
henry marsh victory Is in the second mile this people 3
june july 1982 46 48
passing away in the NFL
this people 3 october
november 1982 52 54 LDS quarterbacks
steve trumbo star of the trumbo team
this people 3
conference spring 1982 44 46
beecher maureen ursenbach
the uncommon touch brief moments with
dialogue 15 winter 1982 11 13
N eldon tanner
beecher maureen ursenbach linda king newell and valeen tippetts avery
emma and eliza and the stairs
BYU studies 22 winter 1982 87 96
bentley joseph T life and family of joseph T bentley an autobiography
provo utah published by author 1982
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Len
neke and irene van hulzen john en ruth roghaar ver van huis in
berkhout benneke
lenneke
dienst van de heer
horizon 1 march 1982 20 23
berrett lamar C down berrett lane orem utah john watts berrett family
genealogical organization 1980
bickerstaff george
frederick H barth guarded by grace
this people 3
conference spring 1982 37 42
B H roberts at the worlds parliament of religions 1893
bitton davis
sunstone 17 january february 1982 46 51
black william mormon athletes book 2 salt lake city utah deseret
book co
deseretbookco
1982

anna elisabeth nielsen jensen A century of spunkiness
borrowman jerry
ensign 12 july 1982 66 67
bradford mary L
carol lynn pearson gooi
booi me aub in de dichtstbijzijnde
brievenbus
horizon 1 march 1982 12 15
brice david excerpts from the diary of
Tean curn william heward
ofteancum
howard early mormon
teancurn
missionary to georgia
georgia historical quarterly 64 fall 1982 317 25
11 8 spring 1982
exponent 118
bridging two cultures vernice wineera pere
1 2

brigham janet
Alge
hetjeugdwerk
algemecn
meen presidium van het
aige
algereen
jeugdwerk
het algemeen
claire verschoof horizon 1 july 1982 17 20
brooks juanita quicksand and cactus A memoir of
rhe
the southern
brooksjuanita
odthe
tier salt lake city utah howe brothers 1982
quicksand and cactus
utah holiday 11

translated by
mormon fronmormon
bonmon

august

1982

34 37
379 54
579

brown robert A
salisbury
mccleary

log
106
lucy smith milliken
zions advocate 59 july 1982
1982106
the sisters of the prophet joseph smith catherine smith
zions advocate 59 april 1982 59
the sisters of the prophet joseph smith sophronia smith

zions advocate

59 march 1982

42

states
stutes
southern starer
missionary journal ofjoseph
of joseph altred
aafred brunt southernstates
alfted
alfred
provoutah
1903 1905 provo
utah lavon brunt eyring 1982
burk karl
kari W burk family history compiled and edited by karl W burk mesa
burkkarlw
ariz lofgreen printing & office supply 1980

brunt joseph alfred

west coast
seattie
seattle wash westcoast
calhoun norman D mildred
hunsaker calhoun seattlewash
mildredhunsaker
prin
printing
ting 1982
cannon kenneth L 11
brigham bicknell young musical christian scientist
II
utah historical quarterly 50 spring 1982 124 38
card orson scott ainge salt lake city utah orion books 1982
carma hales teachers teacher
clark
this people 3 conference
oark carol
dark
spring 1982 32 35
np 1982
lydia jackson and family ap
clyde andlydiajackson
and lydid
connell christopher
utah providing the leaders and decision makers
2 5ff
change 14 july august 1982 20 25ff
aff
byustudies
BYU
studies 22 winter
william law nauvoo dissenter
cook lyndon W
47 72
und
and patriarchs of the church ofjesus
lunter
cowley matthias F prophets andpatriarchs
latter
of jesus christ oflatter
of lanter
day saints chattanooga tenn
ben E rich 1902 reprint salt lake city
utah krauts pioneer press nd
1982

crawley peter

autumn

parley P pratt father of mormon pamphleteering
ing
Pamphleteer

1982

Dialo
15
dialogued
dialogues
dialogue
gued

13 26
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cullimore james alfred autobiography
phy ofjames
autobiogra
of james alfred
alfted cullimore salt lake city
utah published by author 1982
baij de gehandicapten
curt brinkman rolstoelkampioen bij
horizon 1 november
24 25
1982
198224

hersch eppen
Very heyen het herscheppen
louis hubert veryheyen
decoo carine and wilfried decoo
muziek
van mensen en guziek
horizon 1 november 1982 39 42
eeuwen bevolking gaan door haar handen
marlies Pl ovier eeuwens
horizon 1 september 1982 36 39
suzanna coppens ik
suzannacoppens
had het gevoel
gevogl dat ik op watten liep
ikhadhetgevoeldatikopwattenliep
horizon 1 march 1982 24 28
christian jacobs star born
dew sheri
this people 3 december 1982
42 45

1

howard ruff overcoming rough times
this people 3
conference spring 1982 17 20
through the eyes of love this people 3 october november
camilla and spencer W kimball
1982 22 26
dickman diane
leeprovanchaday
lee provancha day A turning point this people 3 august
september 1982 41 44
the dramatized stories of the presidents great leaders of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints provo utah eagle systems international 1982
orson pratt pioneer and scientist
pioneer 29 january
draper larry W
february 1982 6 7
durham G homer N eldon tanner his life and service salt lake city utah
deseret book co 1982
deseretbookco
embry jessie L richardson family history provo utah charles redd center for
western studies brigham young university 1982
paul vos ik
dank de heer
engelbert frederique
voor fijn
mijn lengte
ikdank
horizon 1
heervoormijn
lenete
september 1982 33 35
ericksen ephraim E
growing up in preston pre 1900 memoirs of E E
part 1 cache valley newsletter march 1982 ap
ericksen
pp 1 3
part 2 cache valley newsletter
B J ericksen of preston
pp 7 10
april 1982 ap
part 3 cache valley
Erick sens pioneer to preston
the ericksens
pp 5 7
newsletter may 1982 ap
growing up in preston the academy years turn of cenofeE E ericksen part 4 cache valley newsletter june 1982
tury memoirs of
pp
ap 7 8
turn of the century academy scenes advocacy of large
part 5 cache valley newsletter july 1982 ap
families
pp 6 8
the memoirs of ephraim E ericksen part 6 cache valley
pp 1 3
newsletter august 1982 ap
espinoza luis and cleria espinoza
farcia eerste
kerkleden
leden in
berste kerk
ricardo en perla barcia
chili
horizon 1 november 1982 26 28
eyer mary sturlaugson he
book
deseretbook
Restoreth my soul salt lake city utah deseret
herestoreth
restoreth

co

1982

james J strang the prophet who failed
foster lawrence
restoration 1
october 1982 9 13
gardner afton
not
the family of neil livingston & janet mcnair
published 1982
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gary en carol bunker
1982

onze zending
bending leek net te beginnen
begin
beginner
nen

horizon

1

may

42 45
francis M

gibbons
lorenzo snow spiritual giant prophet of god salt lake
city utah deseret book co 1982
gonzalez billy from misfits to champions salt lake city utah hawkes
publishing 1982
peter vidmar uncompromising skill
gorton stephen R
this people 3
december 1982 32 34
hafen bruce C elder neal A maxwell an understanding heart
ensign 12
february 1982 6 13
hardy lynda cory boys who became prophets salt lake city utah deseret
book co 1982
preston
apples of gold in glory unfold
hart mark marcus the great
idaho educational service 1982
hartley william G
the confederate officer and that mormon girl A
ensign 12 april 1982 52 54
nineteenth century romance
kindred saints the mormon immigration of alvin and
kathryne christenson salt lake city utah eden hill 1982
harward ritch
heber thomas ogden and margaret muir ogden
not
published 1982
hawkins ward the damnation ofjohn doyle lee woodland hills calif tara
press 1982

no ordinary man the new era 12 december 1982
haycock D arthur
spencer W kimball
12 14
dallin oaks from BYU to capitol hill
head derin lea
this people 3
august september 1982 24 28
marie osmond the star with something extra
this
people 3 june july 1982 16 21
spence kinard the other spencer
this people 3
december 1982 24 28
stephen R covey speaking up this people 3 december
1982 49 52
198249
we will go the robertson response ensign 12 april
muriel jenkins
heal murie1jenkins
1982 32
198252
198232

35

heath steven H

the reconciliation of faith and

science

achievement
dialogue 15 autumn 1982 87 99
pimentel
henriques Pir
nentel het begon met de mormoonse
Mormo onse vier

Ey rings
eyrings
henry eurings

horizon

1

july 1982

27 31

np 1982
henry peterson educator 1868 1957 ap
hiles norma derry the smiths letters from home restoration Trai
borum 8
forum
trail
traiforum
november 1982 4 8
njohn
stevensonn
john the story of my life provo utah stevensons
arminjohn
Steven sons genealogical
hill armin
Armi
center 1982
nae
nhe
the road salt lake city utah hawkes
hinton verna the house by the side of
odthe
publishing 1982
can oll
oil goodwin unprejudiced utahn
hogan mervin B charles canoll
carroll
urahn and utah
masonry salt lake city utah ap
1982
philalethes 223 april
lieutenant general brigham young

np

1980

14 15
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maine historical society
G J adams and the forerunners
holmes reed M
quarterly 21 summer 1981 19 52
howard marcia joseph hears gods call independence mo herald house
1982

and
john whitmer scribe preacher leader historian
historical association
saints herald 129 1 march 1982 28
hudson john A forty niner in utah with the stansbury exploration of great salt
und
lake letters andjournals
and journals ofjohn
of john hudson 1848 50 edited by brigham D
madsen salt lake city utah signature books 1981
huntington oliver B oliver B huntington
salt lake city utah
hunting ton journal
howard richard P

press 19821
1982
zennon
vernon hurst ap
curris A taylor life story of
curtis
hurst vernon and curdis
nd
ofvemon
kimberiyjensen
kimberlyjensen
james Kimberly
jensen mary alice powell lindsay A life of accomplishment
ensign 12 march 1982 36 40

krauts pioneer

jarvik elaine
jarvikelaine

np

orrin hatch and manifest destiny

1982 46 60
198246
richard gibbons arizona pioneer
jensenjody
Jensen Jody

hollma
Holida
holiday
utah
utahholida
ensign

12

11

11september
september

september 1982

60 63

joann

mormoops
Mor moons taber
jerold en
liefie achter de schermen van het mormoons
enjoann ottley een liefde
nakel koor
horizon 1 may 1982 20 24
pioneer 29
johnson jeffrey 0
welsh immigrant leads choir to fame
november december 1982 7 12 evan stephens
russell M nelson A study in obedience
johnson lane
ensign 12 august
1982 18
198218
jolley joann

24

lessons from adversity

carol shelton walker

ensign 12

september 1982 52 55
senator paula hawkins equal to the task
kesler susannah
this people 3
october november 1982 17 20
harvey fletcher and henry eyring men of faith and
kimball edward L
science
dialogue 15 autumn 1982 74 86
kimball edward L and andrew 1I kimball jr spencer W kimball
horizon
1 january 1982
38 43
kimball james Lajr jr
lot smith mormon guerrilla and arizona colonizer
pioneer 29 september october 1982 7 12
sunstone 7 september october 1982 64
kimball james N
uncle golden
kleinsorge carl phillip
charles kleinsorge missouri to california 1854
translated and edited by edward bone missouri historical review 76 july

ljr

1982 421 46
1982421

mary isabella hales horne
kramer lyneve
home
laneve wilson and eva durrant wilson
faithful sister and leader
ensign 12 august 1982 62 66
launius roger dale
and there came prophets in the land again the life of
111 1832 1914 mormon reformer
phd diss louisiana
joseph smith III
state university 11982
982
11
II 8 winter 1982 1
exponent 118
lavina fielding anderson
legrand richards A marvelous work and a wonder ensign 12 july 1982
5

13

lightner mary

krauts

the life

& testimony
pioneer press 1982
1982.
1982

littlefield lyman

0 the

martyrs

of mary lightner

salt lake city utah

salt lake city utah colliers publishing co

1982
19821
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tyz
david B galbraith teacher on the mount
this
lubeck kathleen
tais
this people 3
october november 1982 31 34
on the bright side
elaine cannon
this people 3
december 1982 24 27
newsweek 11 october 1982 pp
ap 44ff
lubenow G
utah foreign orrin
pest
the peif
west
luchetti cathy in collaboration with carol olwell women odthe
ivest st george
of rhe
utah antelope island press 1982
this people 3
lyman gordon and kynra
wit and weyland
kinra lyman
october november 1982 56 58 jack weyland
ensign 12 october 1982 56 60
mckay elaine S remembering aunt carrie
emmeline B wells am I1 not a woman and a sister
madsen carol cornwall
byustudies
BYU
studies 22 spring 1982 161 78
marina noorlander de nederlandse
Nederlandse marie osmond gaat
baat haar eigen weg
horizon 1 may 1982 46 49
mary bee jensen mevrouw
volksdans
vblksdans
dans
horizon 1 january 1982 17 19
levrouw Volks
BYU studies 22
maxwell neal A
in memoriam henry eyring 1901 1981
winter 1982 3 4
president gordon B hinckley the spiritual sculpturing of a
righteous soul
ensign 12 january 1982 6 13
lile
Kah
mehr kahline
kahlile
the microfilm mission of archibald F bennett ensign 12 april
1982 68
198268

72

minor john augustus thomas minor descendants 1608 1981 trevett mass
published by author 1981
nelson george A grandpa nelson nathan nelson 1816 1903
northeastern
nevada historical society quarterly spring summer 1982 2 24
bunkerville
Bun kerville pioneer
nevada 42 november december 1982
niderost eric
271
27ff

oba betty

the smiths of rural alaska

lessons from an outpost

february 1982 28 31
current biography 43 august 1982 23 27
orrin G hatch
otterson michael
erroll bennett tahitian soccer star
ensign

ensign

12

12

october

14 20
1982
198214
palmer richard F

and karl D palmer brigham young the new york years
provo utah charles redd center for western studies 1982 and salt lake
city utah signature books 1982
paul E robert
early mormon intellectuals parley P and orson pratt A
response
42 48
dialogue 15 autumn 1982 4218
joseph smith and the manchester new york library
BYU studies 22 summer 1982 333 56
pearson
pearsonjulie
juile
julie wed to a way of life this people 3 conference spring 1982
14 16

pere vernice wineera
bill cravens heritage calls
Win eera and jay fox
peopled3
this people
december 1982 17 2 11
prusse linda
brothers and sisters
this people 3 october november 1982
47 50 oark
clark
dark and betty stohl
elms
reese nedra watkins arthur vivian wur
parkins
kins sandandrea
kins A brief
wut
sandrea
wat
pdt
watkins
watkins
wat
andred
barkins
and dAndrea
andrea rich put
barkins
andandrea
an
history of their lives orem utah ap
1981
1981

np
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david gardner educations gardener

rencherjan
rencher
jan
1982 59
198259

62
rodriguez michael
september 1982

roger dhoore

gordon jump

between takes

this people

december

3

this people

3

august

18 22

mijnwerker en priesterschapleider

horizon

1

january 1982

25 27

an enduring legacy 5 1982 189 228
sarah dearmon pea rich
onnin
schindler harold oen
orrin porter rockwell man of god son of thunder rev ed
salt lake city university of utah press 1982
sessions gene A mormon thunder A documentary history of jedediah morgan
grant champaign university of illinois press 1982
sevey margaret Shurn
shumway
way the charles shumway family 1806 1979 mesa ariz
Shurn
shumway
way family organization 1981
sheffield lucile beck history of kenneth heber
he her sheffield by lucile beck sheffield
his wife
ville utah published by author 1982
waysville
Kays
kaysville
sheldon william A
the choice seer again parts 1 2 zions advocate 59
march april 1982 37 38 51 52
an inside outsider inzion
in zion
dialogue 15 spring 1982 138 6 11
shipps jan
inzian
shippsjan
smart william B
william H smart builder in the basin
utah historical
quarterly 50 winter 1982 59 67
pil
smith wilford emery just another school teacher pia
wil
ford E smith provo
wilford
1980
utah ap
np1980
sorenson toni jeffrey holland the likable leader
june july
this people 3 lune

oin

np

1982

22 23 27 29

pat holland

leading lady

this people

3

june july

1982 30
198230

southwick neal S
the english ancestry and american posterity of joseph
Rex
burg idaho ricks college press 1981
southwick redburg
rexburg
stern madeleine B A phrenological dictionary of nineteenth century americans
westport conn greenwood press 1982
stevens orvilla allred
biography of william riley and hussler ann probert
stevens
salt lake city utah hiller industries
1981
stewart john L joseph smith the modem
modern prophet bountiful utah horizon
publishers & distributors 1982
tate lucile C legrand richards beloved apostle salt lake city utah
bookcraft 1982
taylor henry dixon autobiography of henry dixon taylor provo utah
brigham young university press 1980
taylor thomas A and edna C taylor taylor owens their trails and ties
logan utah published by authors 1982
thomas davenport family organization comp thomas davenport his life
history andposterit
and posterityy provo utah community press 1981
the thomas harper family three generations of growth ap thomas harper
family group 1982
over treft doofheid
doofheid
tom en lyn osmond liefde
horizon 1 january 1982
liefie overtreft

np

13 15

tuckett madge harris and belle harris wilson comps the martin hawis
harris
hanis story
provo utah vintage books 1981
198
pett
west
Home town snapshots
american petr
udall stewart L human values and hometown
ivest 19
may june 1982 26 33
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ursenbach charles

R C harvey and

rillet sheep
romerillet
romenllet
his Rome

alberta history 30

autumn 1982 31 37
van atta dale I willard marriott
marriottjr
ensign 12
jr A time to every purpose
october 1982 26 31
petra van der beek
van hulzen irene and benneke
beck thuis aussen
lenneke berkhout
tussen de
1

horizon I1 november 1982 43 45
van wagoner richard S
fawn M brodie the woman and her history
sunstone 7 july august 1982 32 37
mormons
van wagoner richard S and steven C walker A book of cormons
Mor mons salt lake
city utah signature books 1982
vetterli richard
orrin hatch challenging the washington establishment
chicago regnery gateway 1982
A voice from the mountains life and works ofjoel
np family
johnson ap
joel hillsjohnson
hills sjohnson
Hill
of joei
association 1982
wait william A william A wait orem utah noble publishing 1981
walgren kent L
james adams early springfield mormon and freemason
journal of illinois state historical society 75 summer 1982 121 36
the scallawagiana hundred A selection of the hundredmost
hundred most
mormons and utah
salt lake city utah
important books about the cormons
apen

scallawagiana books 1982
walker ronald W B H roberts and the woodruff manifesto

summer 1982

BYU Studies
byustudies

22

363 66

the challenge and craft of

mormon biography

BYU

studies 22 spring 1982
ideal

179 92
rachel R grant the continuing legacy
dialogue 15 autumn 1982105
1982 105 21

of the feminine

washburn wasel amelia black comp alvin lavell and wasel amelia black
pas
was
h pum
np 1980
washburn
bum family history provo utah ap
np 1982
watson mary roselia meservy autobiography ap
watson rural pearl george richardlyman
ly man family history auburn calif great
richard lyman
iyman
western litho 1982
phineas howe young Brig
brighams
watt ronald G
hams big brother also a valiant
pioneer
pioneer 29 march april 1982 6 7
true west 29 august 1982
whitehead blondell the young and fatherless
46 51

stevensonn
Steven sons genealogical
whiting frank M one ofus
of Us amateurs provo utah stevensons
center 1980
orson pratt prolific pamphleteer
dialogue 15 autumn
whittaker david J
1982 27
198227

41

wilcock vern acton and elizabeth wilcock tippets virginia wilcock bauer and
alvin D wilcock comps history of william wilcock his first wife
elizabeth
Ni
zabeth
zabeta sharp his second wife elizabeth brown and their descendants
ap
np published by elizabeth wilcock tippets 1981
wilcox pearl
samuel brannan first mormon millionaire
restoration trail
forum 8 august 1982 4 5
Mc
Calls august
marie osmond talks about her marriage
mccalls
williams M S
pp 32ff
1982 ap
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virtuous
virtu oos vriend van de paus
wladimir jan kochanski pools virtuoos
horizon 1
september 1982 22 25
woodbury charles charles woodbury journal salt lake city utah krauts

pioneer press 1982
1982.

salt lake city utah

wilford woodruff s journal

woodruff wilford

krauts

pioneer press 1982.
1982
anse brousse naar het ringpresidium
afrikaanse
ring
wouter van beek van de Afrika
horizon
presidium
1 january 1982
28 31
young melvin L life story ofm
1982
of M L young ap
youngreen buddy reflections of emma joseph smiths wife orem utah
grandin book company 1982

np

contemporary
religious and regional sources of attitudes towards
ainsworth charles harold
mormons
Mor mons
blacks among southern cormons
phd diss washington state university
1982

the mormon

alder douglas D
1982 47 48
198247

masses

the lion house

anderson lavina fielding

sunstone 17 november december

utah holiday

april 1982

11

52 61

messages from the manuals

winter

1982

5 6

part two

11
II 8
exponent 118

18

on being happy an exercise in spiritual autobiography

11 8 summer 1982
1 4
14
II
exponent 118
amprey maurice
apprey
effort to separate in a pubertal mormon convert A terminal
profile
child psychology and human development 12 spring 1982

142 52

performance
bahr howard M religious contrasts in family role definitions and andperformance
cormons
Mor
journal
journalfor
mons catholics protestants and others
journ
tor
utah mormons
for the scientific
alfor
study of religion 21 september 1982 200 17
bahr howard M spencer J condie and kristen L goodman life in large
families views of mormon women washington DC university press of
america 1982
cormons on the move
sunstone
barlow lisa and gary
james bergera
anti mormons
garyjames
review 2 july 1982

2 3

5

bleh charlotte alvoet BYU womens conference A gathering of women
11 8 spring 1982
exponent 118
II
9 10
freedom to choose A comparative study between
brennan bonnie christine
phd diss
russian urban women and mormon urban women in utah
university of utah 198
sunstone 7
burton D jeff
the phenomenon of the closet doubter
september october 1982 34 38
callispers
sunstone 7 march april 1982 60 63
By
Cal
bybee
listers decision
beeJay
jay
callisters
judge callister and the ERA sunstone 7 january february
1982

59 62 63

11 8 summer 1982
13
melodic M
II
charles melodie
the pilgrimage exponent 118
11 8 fall 1982
1 2
II
exponent 118
reflections on passion
charney linda
A light unto the world
issues in mormon image
christensen bruce L
sunstone 7 july august 1982 24 26
making
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christensen harold T
built in resistance within
the persistence of chastity A builtin
mormon culture to secular trends
sunstone 7 march april 1982 6 14
fighting mormonism in utah A divorce death threats and
clapp rodney
16 july 1982 30 31 47 48
christianity today 26 16july
dogged persistence
sunstone 7 november december 1982
clark marden
whose yoke Is easy
oark
dark
40 46

quintessential mormonism literalmindedness
cummings richard J
literal mindedness as a way
of life
dialogue 15 winter 1982 92 101
sunstone review 2 may 1982
dallas baptists arm for mormon onslaught
10
9910

de azevedo lex

pop music and morality

north hollywood calif

embryo

1982

becoming saints
this people 3 june july 1982 34 38
living the gospel on the great plains
this people 3
august september 1982 50 54
11 9
II
exponent 119
brother bennett sexism and the handbook
dushku judith R
ilg
fall 1982 11
edwards paul M
sunstone 7 september october 1982
why philosophy

dew sheri

L

57 59

can nations love their enemies an LDS theology of peace
england eugene
sunstone 7 november december 1982 49 56
farrell john aloysius utah inside the church state denver the denver post
farrelljohn
1982

mormon sexuality A
feinauer leslie celia H woodcock and suzie tarmina
11 9 fall 1982
16
II
exponent 119
clinical viewpoint
11
finch eliza H
II 8 summer 1982 11
exponent 118
from a bishops wife
A light unto the world issues in mormon image making
fletcher peggy
sunstone 7 july august 1982 16 23
cormons aus
vus par les francais
rev francaise detudes
udes
fohlen claude
dEt
deludes
les mormons
amere
Ameti
Ameri
americaines
ameticaines
ameni
amerlcaines 6 1981 223 34
forman charles W the island churches of the south pacific emergence in the
twentieth century maryknoll NY orbis books 1982
crosses
gerlach larry R blazing Cros
in zion the ku klux klan in utah logan utah
sesin
state university press 1982
goldberg robert
the less things change sunstone 7 september october
1982

49 50

gottlieb bob and peter wiley
cormons and
zion in gomorrah part one mormons
sunstone review 2 july 1982 1 9 11
gambling in las vegas
zion in gomorrah part two mormon political involvement
in las vegas
sunstone review 2 august 1983 3 5
hildreth steven A the first presidency statement on MX in perspective
BYU
studies 22 spring 1982 215 25
cormons
Mor
hoffman gary B mormons
sunstone review 2 june
mons plan private TV network
1982

3 4

hoffman nicole
1982

1I

the soul

selects

her own

society

sunstone 17 march april

64

am whole again

11
exponent 119
II 9 fall 1982

8
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jaynes blair D emergency survival packs how to prepare a 14 day family evacuation kit bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
jones garth N spreading the gospel in indonesia organizational obstacles and
opportunities
dialogue 15 winter 1982 79 90
mormons
cormons
jorde L B
mons migration analysis
the genetic structure of the utah Mor
human biology 54 september 1982 583 97
cause structure of post transitional mortality
kan stephen H and yun kim
solenge
solence
social sciencejournal
science journal 19 no 1 1982 63 7 11
decline the case of utah
controversy over native child placement by mormon church
keane colleen
wassana
wassaja 9 september october 1982 12 13
de kerk in afrika horizon 1 september 1982 5 11
cormons
sunstone 7 may
mormonsjoining
joining in world suicide
king arthur henry are mormons

june

1982

22 27

korologos mike
salt lake city
We
westerns
sterns world 13 may june 1982 40 49
westeris
ap 24 27
the latter day saints in todays world awake 22 december 1982 pp
LDS travel series
vacationing in utah
this people 3 june july 1982
50 52

mormon peculiarity
recapitulation and subordination
in
leone mark P
george pierre castile and gilbert kishner eds persistent peoples cultural
enclaves in perspective tucson university of arizona 1981
cormons and
lyon
lyona
lyonjJ L J W gardner and D W west cancer incidence in mormons
cormons in utah during 1967 75
non mormons
journal of the national cancer institute 65 november 1980 1055 61
cancer in utah risk by religion and place of residence
journal of the national cancer institute 65 november 1980 1063 711
cancer risk factors an analysis of utah mormons
cormons and non
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons
journal of the national cancer institute 65 november 1980

LJ

1083 95

battling the bureaucracy building a mormon chapel
lythgoe dennis L
dialogue 15 winter 1982 68 78
ilusko
ilusao mormon miami editors
mcelveen floyd C A vusao
editora vida 1981
moore R laurence
insiders and outsiders in american historical narrative and
american history
american historical review 87 april 1982 390 412
mormon women speak A collection of essays salt lake city utah olympus
publishing 1982
mormons
cormons
12 november
christianity today 26
Mor
mons add a twist to1heir
2612
to their holy book
1982

91

mormoonse
Mormo onse kinderen
kindelen op school
hoiizon
horizon 1 july 1982 34 41
moss james R et al the international church provo utah brigham young
university press 1982
nelson bruce
utah Is the promised land the mormon zion GEO magazine
may 1982 ap
pp 8 29 113
sunstone
newell L jackson
enlarging the mormon vision of christian ethics
17 march april 1982 29 32
11
exponent 118
nightingale C A
A look at the legacy
II 8 summer 1982 6
mormon church from cult to world faith
oman susan staker
sunstone
review 2 july 1982 1 16 18
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ownbey ray

booze without alcohol and other sinless substitutes

may june 1982 7 60
petersen betty your wedding saving hundreds of dollars

hawkes publishing 1982
richardson frances whitney

south of olympic

sunstone

7

salt lake city utah

dialogue

15

winter 1982

116 22

rytting marvin

sunstone 7 july august 1982 5 60
sunstone 7 september
but it does not feel like love

beyond a shadow

october 1982

8 11

57

in danger of the spewing
the joys of clerkhood
1982

4

sunstone 7 may june 60 62
sunstone 7 january february

5

love and pain and the whole damned mission sunstone 7
november december 1982 59 61
rytting marvin and ann rytting exhortations for chastity A content analysis
sunstone 7 march april 1982 15 21
of church literature
mormon sexuality an interview with marybeth raynes
exposhaw bonnie
11
II 9 fall 1982 3 4
nent 119
shields steven L
conference 1982
restoration 1 april 1982 1 7 8
LDS
sillito john
IDS candidates make strong national showing
sunstone review
2 december 1982 9 13
provo ministers oppose religious discrimination in
strack linda ostler
sunstone review 2 december 1982 2 3
schools
susorro
Su sorro jose
the church international magazine A shortened stride
sunstone review 2 december 1982 5 7
sunstone review 2 october
when man remains folklore
14
1982
198214

15

tanner stephen L we are all enlisted war As metaphor sunstone 7 july
august 1982 27 31
thackeray helen beth nelms brown and maurine hegsted mormon family
cookbook salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
11 8 spring 1982
1
II
udall roslyn
the temple A personal view exponent 118
voices on high
extra november 1982 p 14
genealogy and history at LDS
watt ronald G
IDS
ins church headquarters

Genealogic
genealogicaljournal
alJournal 11 spring 1982 3 13
whalen william J minority religions in america new york alba house 1981
1981
11
exponent 119
II 9 fall 1982 6 7
ilg
what do you do when you dont
11 9 fall 1982
5
II
exponent 119
where does this leave me
A critique of leones and dolgins
kendall jr and daryl white
white 0 kendalljr
application of Bel
bellahs
lahs evolutionary model to mormonism
bellais
review of
religious research 23 september 1981 39 53
wiley peter and robert gottlieb empires in the sun the rise of the new
pumams
putnamsr
Putna ms sons 1982
american west new york G P putnams
111
wilkinson melvin L and william C tanner III
ili the influence of family size
interaction and religiosity on family affection in a mormon sample
journal of marriage and the family 42 may 1980 297 304
women make pilgrimage to relief society birthplace
sunstone review 2 oune
june
1982

6 15

woodward kenneth

L

apostles vs historians

newsweek

15

february 1982

p 777
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DOCTRINAL

adams

L

job

lamar

the man

and his message

ensign

12

march 1982

72 74

barber ian
lan what mormonism
books 1981
imago
benz ernst
gary james
bergera garyjames

david john
buerger davidjohn

dei

isnt birkenhead auckland new zealand

horizon

pioneer

january 1982 44 50
grey matters
dialogue 15 spring 1982 178 83
the adam god doctrine dialogue 15 spring 1982
1

14 58

christensen culley K
the adam god doctrine reappraised
october 1982 5 8
an old testament potpourri
sunstone
christensen steve
1982

restoration
7

march

1

april

63

on isaiah

sunstone 17 january february 1982 3
collier fred unpublished revelations of the prophets and presidents of the
day saints vol 1 salt lake city utah colliers
jesus christ of
church ofjesus
latter duy
of leyns
oflatter
publishing co 1982
collins william P
thoughts on the mormon scriptures an outsiders view of
dialogue 15 autumn 1982 49 59
the inspiration of joseph smith
growth
crowther
crowth er duane S atlas and outline of the life of christ bountiful utah
horizon publishers & distributors 1982
sempiternal
sempitemaa bountiful utah horizon publishers &
Sempitern
la vida sempiterna
distributors 1982
between jofh
A dialogue betweenjosh
ca 1840 reprint
salt lake
josh smith & the devil ap
josg
1982
city utah krauts pioneer press 1982.
draper richard D the duel of the kings the tenth annual sidney B sperry
provo utah
symposium
the pearl of great price january 30 1982
brigham young university 1982 ap
pp 69 82
ensign 12 october 1982
judah between the testaments

np

36 41

the limits of revelation

dunford kent

sunstone

7

november december

30 32
1982
198230

dunn scott
1982
25
198225

the dangers of revelation

sunstone 7 november december

29

patriarchal blessings
faust james E
the new era 12 november 1982 4 7
sunstone 7 january
an attempt at reconciliation
fletcher robert C
february 28 31
mormons christian sandy utah mormon miscellaneous 1982
forrest bill are cormons
galbraith david
A view of the arab israeli dispute from a religious perspective
this people 3 october november 1982 40 42
gileadi Avra
eus press
hebraeus
harn the apocalyptic book of1saiah
avraham
of isaiah provo utah Hebra
1982

gillum gary P ed and comp of
mcl things A nibley quote book salt lake
acl
all
ofalt
city utah signature books 1982
BYU Studies 22
griggs C wilfred
the book of mormon As an ancient book byustudies
summer 1982 259 78
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the gospel

hafen bruce C

and romantic love

ensign

12

october 1982

64 69

hale van what about the adam god theory
laneous 1982

hamson robert

his

L
apostles by

sandy utah

mormon miscel-

signature of god A positive identification of christ and
computer wordprints
Word prints solana beach calif sandpiper press

the

1982

harris james R understanding facsimile 2 of the book of abraham the tenth
price january 30
spey symposium the pearl of great piece
srey
sperty
annual sidney B sperry
ap 83 104
1982 provo utah brigham young university 1982 pp
harrison grant T that mormon book Mormoni
mormonisms
sms keystone exposed or
np 1981
the hoax book ap
byustudies
heiner ronald A the necessity of a sinless messiah BYU
studies 22 winter
1982

30

5

hill marvin

the first vision

controversy A critique and reconciliation
dialogue 15 summer 1982 31 46
hinckley gordon B
temples and temple work
ensign 12 february 1982
2 4
hogan mervin B mormonism viewed by a masonic adept salt lake city utah
published by author 1982
astronomy and the book of abraham
holmstrom fred
the tenth annual
sidney B sperry symposium the pearl of great price january 30 1982
provo utah brigham young university 1982 pp
ap 105 16
dialogue 15
LDS approaches to the holy bible
hutchinson anthony A
spring 1982 99 124
innaccone laurence R
let the women be silent sunstone 17 may june
bunc 1982
dune
S

38 45

jenkins loa T what we believe vol 1 gospel principles for young latter day
saints bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
god will forgive
kimball spencer W
ensign 12 march 1982 2 7
the gospel of repentance ensign 12 october 1982 2 5
kraut ogden judas iscariot salt lake city utah krauts pioneer press 1982
mormons mor
cormons
A response to the ex mormonsforjesus
for jesus salt lake city utah
krauts pioneer press 1982
mormona book of mormon in polish salt lake city utah the church of
ksiega cormona
ksiena
jesus christ of latter day saints 1981
ensign 12 september
marriage and the patriarchal order
larsen dean L
6 13

1982

companion
ganion
panion to your study of the new testament the four
ludlow daniel H A com
gospels salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
ludlow victor L isaiah prophet seer and poet salt lake city utah deseret

co 1982
book co1982
lundwall N B comp inspired prophetic warnings
salt lake city utah
published by compiler nd reprint salt lake city utah krauts pioneer
press 1982.
1982

lythgoe dennis

L

giving priesthood blessings

ensign

12

february 1982

20 23
2023

mcconkie bruce R
man

christ and the creation

ensign 12 june 1982 8 15
the millennial messiah the second coming of the son of
salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
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response comment on a paper by floyd M ross
sterling M
sunstone 7 january february 1982 26 27
madsen ann M and barnard N madsen judah through the centuries
ensign
12 january 1982 20 25
madsen truman G
the olive press ensign 12 december 1982 56 62
mormoops
dij
mormoons
zij
zijnn de christensen mormoons
fijn
horizon 1 november
munnin
Mc
Muffin
mcmurrin

1982 58
198258

66
early texts of the revelations of joseph smith
marquardt H michael
1828 1833
restoration 1 july 1982 8 11

matthews robert J
the new editions of the scriptures the tenth annual
spewy symposium the pearl of great price january 30 1982
sidney B sperry
provo utah brigham young university 1982 pp
ap 11 20
19811
the new publication of the standard works 1979 198
byustudies
BYU studies 22 fall 1982 387 424
plain and precious things restored
ensign 12 july 1982
14 20

maxwell
monson

neal A even As I1 am salt lake city utah deseret book co
I know that my redeemer lives
thomas S
ensign 12 april
1

1982
1982

6 9

mormons
cormons
Mor mons and christ
christianity today 26 16 july 1982 31 32
nelson william 0
to prepare a people the tenth annual sidney B sperry
provo utah
price january 30 1982
symposium the pearl of great piibe
brigham young university 1982 pp
ap 45 54
novak david C mormonism does it stand the test marlow okla utah
missions 1982

nyman monte S the words of jeremeah
ofjeremiah salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
jeremiah
BYU
ostler blake
clothed upon A unique aspect of christian antiquity
studies 22 winter 1982 31 45
the idea of pre existence in the development of mormon
dialogue 15 spring 1982 59 78
thought
otten L G and C M caldwell sacred truths of the doctrine and covenants
ville utah LEMB 1982
springville
vol 1 Spring
parker C F A short study of
esau edom injewry
in jewry nand nd reprint salt lake
esad
ofesau
city utah krauts pioneer press 1981
paul louis the chosen race Es condido calif louis paul publishing co 1982
petersen mark E noah and the flood salt lake city utah deseret book co

npnd

1982

moses one the divine prelude to the holy bible
the
price january 30
tenth annual sidney B sperry symposium the pearl of great pne
provo utah brigham young university 1982 pp
1982
ap 31 44
pratt orson absurdities oflmmaterialism
tuyl ders pamtay1ders
taylders
of1mmaterialism or A reply to T IV P Tayl

peterson H donl

314

phlet
liverpool R
rjames
james 1849 reprint salt lake city utah krauts
pioneer press 1981.
1981
und
and polygamy does the bible sanction polygamy
the bible andpolygamy
A discussion between professor orson pratt and rev dr J
J P newman
chaplain of the united states senate
salt lake city utah deseret news
1874 reprint
1982.
salt lake city utah krauts pioneer press 1982
1982
parts 1 8 ensign 12 january
how the bible came to be
read lenet H
february march april june july august september 1982 36 42 32 37
14 18

42
48 38 46 42 50 48 55 64 69
18
4218
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reynolds noel B ed book of mormon authorship new light on ancient
origins provo utah brigham young university religious studies center
1982

king of kings the new testament story of christ

ricks eldin

utah publisher
robinson stephen

salt lake city

press 1982

background for the testaments

E

ensign

12

december

24 30
kent E

1982

robson
the foundations of freedom in mormon thought sunstone 7
september october 1982 51 54
romney marion G
the blessings of an honest tithe new era 12 january
february 1982 45 50
the blessings of the fast ensign 12 july 1982 2 4
ross floyd H process philosophy and mormon thought
sunstone 7 january
february 1982 16 25
A further inquiry into the historicity of the book of
russell william D
mormon
sunstone 7 september october 1982 20 27
Sacer
esacerdocio
docio salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
sacerdocio
el sager
school odthe
the prophets salt lake city utah colliers publishing company 1982
of rhe
sheldon carrel H
II 8 winter 1982 17
exponent118
the priesthood exponentii
zions
sheldon william A
concerning book of mormon language
zion s advocate
59 january 1982

4 7

smith joseph joseph smiths views on the powers and policy of the government
new york 1844.
1844
reprint salt lake city utah krauts pioneer press
1982.
1982
1982

sondrup steven P
Artikelen des geloofs
Ge loofs
horizon 1 july 1982
de artikelen
bergrede
Ber grede en het derde
stendahl krister
berde boek van nephi
horizon
de bergrude
1982

1

march

56 62

stromberg G thomas
1982

56 62

1

jr

Tithe paying
creative tithepaying

sunstone review 1
2 june

7 8

swanson vern G
tanner N eldon

israels other tribes
ensign 12 january 1982 26 31
god so loved the world ensign 12 april 1982 2 5
revds C IV cleeve
taylor john three nights public discussion between the reads
john taylor of the church of
james robertson and philip cater and ederjobn
elder bohn
liverpool john taylor 1850 reprint
jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city krauts pioneer press 1982.
1982
turner rodney
eschatology in the pearl of great price
the tenth annual
sidney B sperry symposium the pearl of great price january 30 1982
provo utah brigham young university 1982 pp
ap 55 68
tuttle A theodore the pearl of great price As scripture the tenth annual
sidney B sperry symposium the pearl of great price
arice
refie january 30 1982
provo utah brigham young university 1982 pp
ap 1 10
other tribes which are they
ensign 12 january
tvedtnes john A
tvedtnesjohn
the
theother
1982 31
198251
198231

32

welch I john W
1

1982 57
198257

Chi
chiasma
chiasme
asme in het boek van mormon

horizon 1I september

66

the narrative of zosimus and the book of mormon
studies 22 summer 1982

BYU

311 32
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wendel eileen the book ofmormon
of mormon illustrated ogden utah BY publishing
1982
ofjoseph
joseph
josfph A lecture series by jack H west
west jack H the trial
nead
bear of the stick of josepa
dial
poto de jose
polo
palo
eljuicio del pado
salt lake city utah sounds of
zion 1981 also vjuicio
ofzion
1976
translated by kermit smith sacramento calif rick publishing co 1976.
yarn david H jr the four gospels As one salt lake city utah deseret book

co

1982

historical
alexander thomas G

to maintain harmony

adjusting to external and inter-

dialogue 15 winter 1982 44 58
nal stress 1890 1930
alexander thomas G and jessie L embry
toward a twentieth century
synthesis the historiography of utah and idaho pacific historical review 50
1981 475 98
sunstone 7 september
Allen
alien
ailen jamesB
but dick tracy landed on the moon
james B
allenjamesb

october 1982 18 19
mormons
Mormons 100 years in the san luis valley
anderson carleton Q et al eds the cormons
lajara stake 1982
1983 lajara colo
18831983
of colorado 1883
ofsanpete
biners A topical history sanpete
niners
antrei albert ed the other forty twiners
ofSan
tere
tete county
of pete
utah 1849 1983 salt lake city utah western epics 1982
panorama paintings in the 1840s of the mormon temple
arrington joseph earl
nauvoo
byustudies
BYU
studies 22 spring 1982 193 2211
innauvoo
in
new era 12 july 1982
LDS girls in the pioneer west
arrington leonard J
16
22
1622
barnett steven G the utah expedition A prelude to the civil war as a collecting subject
manuscripts 34 summer 1982 193 202
cormons captured during utah war in 18
pioneer
57
two mormons
1857
barney ronald 0
29 july august 1982 8 9
iron city mormon mining town
ai
utah Historic
bate kerry william
historical
quarterly 50 winter 1982 47 58
beecher dale
the office of bishop dialogue 15 winter 1982 103 15
beecher maureen ursenbach
marriage in early utah pattern and patchwork
creative woman 5 winter 1982 29 35
susan B anthony s woman suffrage
beeton beverly and G thomas edwards
crusade in the american west
journal of the west 21 april 1982 5 15
preservationrestoration
birkinshaw scott
early utah schools
Restoration 3 1981
utah preservation
1981
52 53

bitton davis
1982

like the tigers of old time

sunstone

7

september october

44 48

zions rowdies

utah historical quarterly

growing up on the mormon frontier

50 spring 1982

182 95

theological marionettes historicism in mormon history
borg roger elvin
thegean
The tean 1981 pp
ap 5 20
thetean
braun henry differences in understanding mormonism
restoration 1 october
1982

15 22

brigham janet
LDS
IDS travel series western new york this people 3 august
september 1982 46 48
cormons and slavery A closer look
bringhurst newell G
pacific
the mormons
historical review 24 august 1981 329 38
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bronson sandy
february 1982

the

the

book of mormon myths

voice of warning 53

13 15

retelling the old old story

butler jonathan M

sunstone 17 may june 1982

29 37

cannon donald Q
1982 96
198296

licensing in the early church

BYU
BYV studies 22

winter

105

cormons
reverend george moore comments on nauvoo the mormons
lV estern illinois regional studies 5 spring 1982 5 16
western
and joseph smith
cannon kenneth LL 11
A strange encounter the english courts and mormon
II
BYU studies 22 winter 1982 73 83
polygamy
carpenter lerona memories of a sandy ward on the celebration offis
of its centennial
offts
1882 1982 with a history of its locale and people salt lake city utah
ap
np 1982
BYU studies
cartwright james F john M bernhisel letter to brigham young
22 summer 1982 358 62
mormons come to
champion brian
the press parliament and polygamy the cormons
thegean
The tean 1982 ap
pp 21 29
canada
thetean
chester
chesterfield
field mormon outpost in idaho bancroft idaho the chesterfield foundation 1982
christensen N laverl provos two tabernacles
and the people who built
them provo utah provo utah east stake 1982
christianson james R
early missionary work in italy and switzerland
ensign
12

august

clayton james
198255
198253
1982 33
198233

L

1

does history undermine faith

sunstone 17 march april

40

clayton wallace E
1982

35 46

1982

the mormon rebellion

tombstone epitaph 9 march

4 6

oflds
oflas

cornerstones kofl
ofl D S academy A researchers guide thatcher ariz museum
arizona junior college 1981
of anthropology eastern arizonajunior
cragun leann mormons
cormons andhistory
und
and history in control odthe
of the past phd diss university of hawaii 1981
crawley peter the constitution of the state ofdeseret
of Deseret provo utah friends of
the BYU library 1982
parts 1 3 gospel herald 11 june
daniel william A bit of church history
september october 1982 1 3 1122 1 3
jill mulvay and C brooklyn derr outside the mormon hierarchy alterderr
derrjill
native aspects of institutional power
dialogue 15 winter 1982 21 43
deseret news 1983 church almanac historical facts brief biographies statistics
and information year in review salt lake city utah deseret news 1982
mormons
Mor
und cormons
and
divett robert T medicine andmormons
kormons bountiful utah horizon publishers &
distributors 1981
duffy john
medicine in the west an historical overview
journal of the
west 21 july 1982 5 14
an enduring legacy 5 1982 269 404
early elementary schools
grain storage the balance of power between priesthood
embry jessie L
authority and relief society autonomy
dialogue 15 winter 1982 559 66
an enduring legacy 5 1982 229 68
emigrant pioneers
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enriquez edmund C golden gospel A pictorial history of the restoration
1805 1830 bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
sunstone 7 march
esplin ronald K
how then should we write history

april

1982

41 45

utahs
utahIs first thanksgiving

48 51

ensign

12

october 1982

eubanks lila carpenter
the deseret museum utah historical quarterly 50
pali
pail
361 76
fall
1982 36176
fall1982
an introduction to the church of jesus christ of latter day
flanders bruce
gite
saints Stran
strengite
strangite
restoration 1 july 1982 6 7
between heaven and earth mormon theology of the family in
foster lawrence
sunstone 7 july august 1982 6 13
comparative perspective
new perspectives on the mormon past reflections of a non
mormon historian
sunstone 7 january february 1982 41 45
polygamy and the frontier mormon women in early
utah historical quarterly 50 summer 1982 268 89
utah
godfrey kenneth W audrey M godfrey and
jill mulvay derr eds womens
andjill
ardjill
voices an untold
untoldhistory
history of the latter day saints 1830 1900 salt lake city
utah deseret book co 1982
graham bruce L the mormon crossing of iowa in 1846 parts 1 3 restoration
yrailforum
forum 7 november 1981 february may 1982 3 7 4 6 8 6 8
trall
trail
trait
mormons
moonman
cormons
sunstone 7 september october 1982
Mor mons and moonmen
Moon men
hale van
12 17

ham wayne

center place saints A survey of restoration fragmentation in
zion
restoration 1 january 1982 3 8
hampshire annette P
the triumph of mobocracy in hancock county 1844
1846
western illinois regional studies 5 spring 1982 17 37
hart newell the bear river massacre preston idaho cache valley newsletter
publishing co 1982
hartley william G A missionary s two months in jail new era 12 november
1982

8 12

that terrible wednesday the saints in the san

francisco

new era march 1982 46 50
earthquake
hawaii A photo essay
this people 3 december 1982 36 40
hefner loretta L the national womens relief society and the US sheppard
towner act
utah historical quarterly 50 summer 1982 255 67
Socie tys social services
this decade was different relief societys
dialogue 15 autumn 1982 64 73
department 1919 1929
heinerman joseph the mormon meetinghouse reflections on pioneer religious
and social life in salt lake city
utah historical quarterly 50 fall 1982
354 60

np

A history of the ensign third ward salt lake city utah ap
1981
III blessing
ili
behind the scenes the joseph smith 111
hofmann mark W
sunstone review 2 august 1982 1 6 7
freemasonry
somy and civil confrontation on the illinois frontier
hogan mervin B Freema
salt lake city utah published by author nd
ged
ching at carthagejad
Lyn
the
fae lynching
lunching
carthage jail
and fhe
jad salt lake city
jag
freemasonry andrae
bier
bler
utah published by author nd
george
adams jaffa colony success or scandal restorageorgej J adamsjaffa
holmes reed M
tion 1 july 1982 3 6
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homer michael W
1982

the italian

mission 1850 1867

sunstone 17 may june
iune

16 21

the territorial judiciary an overview of the nebraska experience 1854 1867
how the spy story got
1982

nebraska history 63 fall 1982
told by the underground press

349 80

utah holiday

11

may

9 10

howard richard P
adjusting theological perspectives to historical reality
saints herald 129 september 1982 28
saints herald
another witness to the book of mormon
129 1 december 1982 28
early letter found
restoration trail forum 8 november
1982

2

the problem of history and revelation

saints herald 129

october 1982 30
jessee dean C has mormon history been deliberately falsified
1

sandy utah

mormon miscellaneous 1982
BYU
lucy mack smiths 1829 letter to mary smith pierce
studies 22 fall 1982 455 65
snake riverechoes
johnson cleoj
river echoes 11 1982
cleoa the scandinavian organization
82 85

women among the wagons the mormon migration from
johnson jeffrey 0
pioneer 29 may june 1982 12 13
another perspective
jolley jerry C
the sting of the wasp early nauvoo newspaper april 1842 to
BYU studies 22 fall 1982 487 96
april 1843
III
joseph smith 111
lii blessed by his father the prophet
restoration 1 january
1982

12

III
stalag luft 111
lii branch
ensign 12 july 1982 34 38
keller jeffrey E discussion continued the sequel to the roberts smith talmage
dialogue 15 spring 1982 79 98
affair
kirby dale Z
without purse or scrip A missionary in the territory
the
chronicles of oklahoma 60 winter 1982 83 388 99
kirtland honored with medallion
restoration trail forum 8 november 1982

kehr william hale

1

2

54
charles kleinsorge missouri to california 18
1854
carl phillip
translated and edited by edward bone missouri historical review 76 july

kleinsorge

1982 421
1982421

46

joseph smith juniors condemnation of the latter day saints
restoration 1 october 1982 8899
world wide history network three decades of research in
latter day saints build worldwide
oral history association newsletter 16 spring 1982 6 7
church history
limbaugh ronald H rocky mountain carpetbaggery
carpetbaggers
Carpet baggers idahos territorial gover1855 1890 moscow university press of idaho 1982
1865
nors 1863
an enduring legacy 5 1982 93 144
locality histories
elimination of the mormon issue from arizona politics
lyman edward leo
west 24 autumn 1982 205 28
arizona and the pest
1889 1894
mccormick john S
hornets in the hive socialists in early twentieth century
utah utah historical quarterly 50 summer 1982 225 40
kovacic mark

S
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mckay douglas
1982

the

puissant procreator

sunstone

7

november december

14 17

sunstone 7 march
mcmurrin sterling M
religion and the denial of history
april 1982 46 49
pioneer
madsen spencer D LDS settlement at mesa surpass original campsite
29 may june 1982 6 8
mormon pioneer party starts settling salt river valley
pioneer 29 march april 1982 15
sunstone 7 november december
mesle C robert
history faith and myth
1982

10 13

historical background of the pearl of great price how the
mitchell james P
book came to be
the tenth annual sidney B sperry symposium the
great price
pearl ofgreat
prie january 30 1982 provo utah brigham young univerof grear
sity 1982 ap
pp 21 30
myres sandra L westering
westen ng women and the frontier experience 1800 1915
resten
albuquerque university of new mexico press 1982
an enduring legacy 5 1982 145 88
native pioneers
nielsen george R the danish americans boston mass twayne 1981
roep naar zion
horizon 1 september 1982 51 56
de nieuwlichters en de hoep
pace D gene
wives of nineteenth century mormon bishops A quantitative
journal of the west 21 april 1982 49 57
analysis
peterson F ross the teton dam disaster tragedy or triumph logan utah
state university press 1982
pioneer artisans and artifacts
an enduring legacy
legary 5 1982 41 92
powell roma N huntington second ward the first 100 years ap
1981
across our wide missouri A tale of rashness and avarice
priddy bob
missouri life july august 1982
cormons of utah
quinn D michael joseph smith llis
IIIs
ills 1844 blessing and the mormons
liis
dialogue 15 summer 1982 69 90
raynes marybeth
between heaven and earth A response to lawrence foster
sunstone 7 july august 1982 14 15
magazine A legacy remembered 1914 1970 salt lake city
the relief society Al
agazine
utah deseret book co 1982
early mormon visitors have roles in arizona s history
richards J morris
pioneer 29 march april 1982 14
ricketts norma B
the california star express golden notes sacramento
county historical society 28 spring 1982 1 19
shocken
schlissel lillian womens diaries of the westward
westwardjourney
journey new york schocken
books 1982
sheldon william A
why the latter day saints were driven from nauvoo
restoration 1 january 1982 10 11
shields steven L divergent paths ofthe
the restoration bountiful utah restoration
odthe
of
research 1982
one hundred fifty years of latter day saint publishing
restoration 1 april 1982 1 7
the process of translation restoration 1 october 1982

np

1
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Hymn als
twentieth century restoration hymnals

restoration

1

january 1982 11 12
american born sects initial findistark rodney and william sims bainbridge
por
ngs journalfor
journal
for the scientific study of religion 20 june 1981 130 49
Journ
alfor
and
stirling its story andpeople
snd people 1899 1980 stirling canada stirling sunset society
1981

story of the nephite record
voice of peace 38 may 1982 72 73
the succession of the keys of the priesthood restoration 1 july 1982 11 14
the territorial judiciary an overview of the nebraska experience 1854 1867
nebraska history 63 fall 1982 349 80
abrah masonic claims and mormon beginfacultie of abrac
thompson john E the facultied
philalethes 35 december 1982 9 15
nings
Laugendijk
tobler douglas F barton W marcois and J L W van laugendijk
parts
geschiedenis van de mormoonse
Neder laud en vlaanderen
nederland
Mormoonse kerk in nederlaud
1 3
horizon 1 march july september 1982 46 55 48 55 51 56
early mormon exploration and missionary activities in
tullis F lamond
byustudies
BYUStudies 22 summer 1982 289 310
mexico
BYU studies 22
reopening the mexican mission in 1901
fall 1982 441 53
van wagoner richard and steven walker joseph smith the gift of seeing
dialogue 15 summer 1982 48 68
klers and the state mormon leaders respond to
bucklers
buckless
walker ronald W sheaves Buc
sunstone 7 july august 1982 43 56
the dilemmas of war
when the spirits did abound nineteenth century utahs
encounter with free thought radicalism
utah historical quarterly 50 fall
24
304
1982
30424
1982304

phd

ing
early mormon pamphleteering
Pamphleteer
whittaker david J
young university 1982

an introduction

diss

brigham

to mormon administrative history

dialogue 15 winter 1982 14 20
rocky mountain magazine 4 january
boom town women
widener sandra
1982 45 49ff
198245
alpine utah county utah
wild jennie adams alpine yesterdays A history of ofalpine
np 1982
1850 1980 alpine utah ap
np crossroads communications
kearny on the platte ap
wilson D ray fort keanny
keamy
1980

winkler albert

orphaned by black hawks warriors

true pest
west
ivest
best 29 june

48 52
1982
198248

ensign
wright geneva ensign wind river mission
an enduring legacy 5 1982 1 40
1881
the year 1881

12

august 1982

28 34

bibliography
duvall scott H

mormon bibliography 1981
1981

BYU studies 22 spring 1982

227 49

publications and projects in LDS history
institute 1982

rev ed

salt lake city utah

the
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A survey of current literature

stathis stephen W

dialogue

15

summer

118 34
1982
1982118

inspirational
allred tamera smith
1982

provo utah

from deadlines to diapers

np
trial of your faith ap
after the dial

andrews allison

liberty press

andrews publishing co

1982
mor
ashton marvinj courage
couragefor
for christmas

1982

ye are

my

salt lake
book
deseretbook
booi co
like city utah deseret

friends salt lake city utah deseret book co

1982

ayre J randolph

more illustrations to inspire

publishing 1982
babbel frederick W

Beli eveth
to him that believeth

salt lake city utah

hawkes

salt lake city utah bookcraft

1982

barlow brent A what wives expect ofhusbands
of husbands salt lake city utah deseret
book co 1982
beckert
beckett charles B so you want to succeed As a parent salt lake city utah
bookcraft 1982
bennion lowell L the essence of love salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
thoughts for the best the worst of times
dialogue 15

autumn

1982

benson ezra taft
may 1982

101 4

prepare yourself for the great day of the lord

new era

12

44 50

bergin ailen
allen
alien E

the way to christlike love

ensign

12

december 1982

50 55

bishop joseph

L

the

making of a missionary

salt lake city utah

bookcraft

1982

boyle clyde F how to live with yourself and like it salt lake city utah
bookcraft 1982
bradley fred 00. and lloyd A stone parenting without hassles salt lake city
utah olympus publishing co 1982
burr wesley R brenton G yorgason and terry R baker creating a celestial
marriage salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
salt lake city utah
Stewardships
marriage & family stewardships
bookcraft 1982
orem utah raymont
canfield anita
self esteem and the social you
publishers 1982
cannon elaine the girls book salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
mothers and other mothers
salt lake city utah deseret
book co 1982
coletti mina S and roberta kling giesea the family idea book two salt lake
city utah deseret book co 1982
covey stephen R the divine center salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
this people 3 december 1982 55 57
the divine center
por
craner maxw and ron R munns hey palf
mor
pair
pait
palt
Wait
waif
cranermaxwandronrmunns
for me
forMe
im your leader A
waitforme
horizon publishers &
bountiful utah
handbook for young leaders
distributors 1982
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craven rulon G the effective missionary

salt lake city utah

deseret book

co 1982
daley fay A mothers journal salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
davis jeannie hurry home dad today im going to die salt lake city utah
hawkes publishing 1982
davis larry M lord why me understanding adversity salt lake city utah
hawkes publishing 1982
vc stewardship the divine order bountiful utah horizon
dehoyos genevieve
Genevie
publishers & distributors 1982
durrant george dont forget the star salt lake city utah deseret book co
1982

eyre linda and richard eyre teaching children responsibility salt lake city
utah deseret book co 1982
eyre richard M the secret of the sabbath understanding the lords day
and living it salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
andliving
parley S brent spiritually yours applying gospelarinciplesfor
gospel principles mor
farley
for personal progression bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
Vaugh nJJ commitment salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
featherstone vaughnj
vaughna
vaughn
purity ofheart
of heart salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
rofheart
mormon activity book creative scripture learning exhalverson sandy book of
ofmormon
bountiful utah horizon publishers &
periences
perien oes
ces for children 4 to 12
distributors 1982
eliza
ellza
eilza R snow thoughts she
hemingway donald W comp gospel themes by elza
eiza
learned hrom
brom
from the prophets she knew orem utah raymont publishing
learnedfrom
1982

hinckley gordon

april

1982

B

and peter went out and wept bitterly

new era

12

4 7

whosoever will save his life

ensign

12

august

1982

2 6

anne take
holland
HollandAnne
hollandanne

me to the funny farm 1I need a vacation bountifulutah
bountiful utah
horizon publishers & distributors 1982
kimball edward L ed and comp the teachings of spencer W kimball salt
lake city utah bookcraft 1982
kimball spencer W
the very son of god new era 12 december 1982
44 49
lebaron cheryl becoming all that you are salt lake city utah RIC
publishing 1982
andjackie
jackle owen articles of faith learning book 1 articles 1 4
jackie
laemmlen ann and
salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
vola
vol
zol 2 true accounts ofdlvine
larsen norma C his everlasting love vol2
of divine assistance

from beyond the veil

bountiful utah

horizon publishers

&

distributors

1982

mackay kris no greater love and other true stories of courage and conviction
salt lake city utah deseret book co 1982
maxwell neal A
thanks be to god
ensign 12 july 1982 51 55
prove them herewith salt lake city utah deseret
we pill
willprove
will
wilt
1982
book co
co1982
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pro vo utah brigham young
marenm
maream
M ed for such a time As this provo
mouritsen maren
MarenM
university press 1982
packer boyd K
that all may be edified talks sermons & commentary by
boyd
boys
K packer salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
boyak
boydk
packer rand H congratulations its a dad salt lake city utah bookcraft
1982

petersen mark E
this Is life eternal salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
woman
rasband ester man & poman
boman joy in oneness salt lake city utah deseret
book co 1982
romney marion G
reverence
ensign 12 september 1982 2 5
safsten robert G welcome to the kingdom
A guidebook for new latter day
saints bountiful utah horizon publishers & distributers
Distributers
distributors 1982
swain clark
enriching
bing your marriage A tune up for partners in love bountiful
aing
ciari Enric
clari
oark
dark
utah horizon publishers & distributors 1982
constancy amid change
tanner N eldon
ensign 12 june 1982 2 7
live by the saviors teachings
ensign 12 december 1982

25
2 5

discipline
taylor gary G the personal power formula A practical guide to selx
pline
seix bisci
disci
self
and personal growth salt lake city utah bookcraft 1982
thompson sherman F big things little kids have taught me salt lake city
utah hawkes publishing 1982
worth grant A do your prayers bounce off the ceiling salt lake city utah
deseret book co 1982
yorgason brenton G et al from this day forth the joy of marriage salt lake
city utah bookcraft 1982
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